
 In the early ‘90s, a lack 
of ethnic representation 
in Berkeley High School’s 
(BHS) curriculum sparked a 
student-led movement that 

Trust between student leadership and 
administration requires a willingness to 
communicate and compromise. PAGE 6

Editorial: BHS Admin Must
Prioritize Student Input

BHS Cancels Spirit Week,
Citing Safety Concerns 

BHS must take preventative action 
to curb student violence.   PAGE 7

Preventing School Fights 
Must Go Beyond Safety 
Officers and Cameras
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demanded an ethnic studies 
requirement for graduation. 
Subsequent years brought 
an extensive program of 
ethnic studies classes, mak-
ing BHS a pioneer. However, 
teacher and student popula-
tion shifts during the past 
20 years have impacted the 
number of ethnic studies 
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classes offered. Thus persists 
the struggle of maintaining 
ethnic studies at BHS.
 Over the course of the 
school’s history, BHS has 
served as a microcosm for 
the communities that in-
habit the city, with the ma-
jority of Berkeley students 
funneling into it after mid-

Battle for Ethnic Studies 
Persists Amid BHS
Demographic
Changes

dle school. In turn, BHS has 
offered numerous classes 
concerning the varying cul-
tures that saturate its halls.
 Today, the ethnic studies 
requirement for BHS stu-
dents is fulfilled with a se-
mester-long ethnic studies 
class that is taught to ninth 
graders. However, when the 

school launched the course 
as a pilot program in the 
early 1990s, there was little 
interest in getting it started. 
Universal Ninth Grade (U9) 
history teacher Dana Moran 
and multiple other young 
teachers of color were hired 
to develop a structure for 
the course.                   PAGE 8 

The cancelation of the controversial 
BHS tradition has caused anger among 
many students.  PAGE 2


